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The big dipper



Mizar & Alcor



Most stars are in binaries
or multiple systems



Massive stars shape the Universe



What happens to massive stars in binaries?

Credits: ESO, L. Calçada, M. Kornmesser, S.E. de Mink



Mass transfer is very common!

The incoming material
changes the star to-become

“widow”

Credits: ESO, L. Calçada, M. Kornmesser, S.E. de Mink



Supernovae: explosive
death of massive stars

We see them, but don’t fully understand them
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Neutron stars

Black holes



How do stars explode?
Theoretical model

+

Dutch national supercomputer Cartesius

=
Numerical Simulations



How do stars explode?
Theoretical model

+

Dutch national supercomputer Cartesius

=
Numerical Simulations

Nature does not need to do this

Comparing with observations is
crucial not to fool ourselves!



What can we observe to understand stellar deaths?

The explosions
(typically in other galaxies)
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What can we observe to understand stellar deaths?

The explosions
(typically in other galaxies)

“Ashes”: supernova remnants

Neutron stars,
both single or

with companion(s)

We cannot see black holes...

...but we can see matter falling into them!



What do neutron stars teach us about supernovae?

Neutron stars that we can see are typically fast
(especially if single)

“Guitar nebula”: vNS ' 1000 km s−1
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Supernova natal kick

Simulations on
super-computer



Supernova natal kick

Simulations on
super-computer



Supernova kicks cause the disruption of most binaries



Supernova kicks cause the disruption of most binaries

Widowed star:
Run- or Walk-away

Neutron star



YES
⇒ most are single and we can’t

see them...

NO
⇒ most remain together with

their widowed companion

Do black holes receive kicks?



YES
⇒ most are single and we can’t

see them...

NO
⇒ most remain together with

their widowed companion

Do black holes receive kicks?

...but we can see their
widow!



We can measure stellar velocities with Gaia...

...and use other telescopes to find signatures
of mass transfer!

If many very
massive

widowed stars

⇐

Black holes do
receive kicks!
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Betelgeuse is probably a
“widowed” star...



Outline

Backup slides



Not all fast stars are widows!

Dynamical Interactions
• Happen early on, before SNe
• Can produce faster stars
• (Typically) least massive

thrown out

...Binaries are still important! but
might not leave signature

Binary SN disruption
• Ejects initially less massive star
• Requires SN kick
• Final v ' vorb

2
• Leaves binary signature

(fast rotation, He/N enhancement,
lower apparent age)





Elements in the Universe...

...without stars



Elements in the Universe...

...with stars
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